Abstract-Power dissipation is one of the most imminent limitation factors influencing the development of High Performance Computing (HPC). Toward power-efficient HPC on CPU-GPU hybrid platform, we are investigating software methodologies to achieve optimized power utilization by algorithm design and programming technique. In this paper we discuss power measurements of GPU, propose a method of automatic extraction of power data of CUDA kernels from long measurement sequence, and execute an exactitude and effective power analysis on CUDA kernels. By using the proposed method above, we measured a sample kernel that performs single precision floating point additions on GeForce 8800 GTS. Our results suggest that the power consumption by a nonworking thread in underoccupied half-warp is 71% of the power consumed by a working thread.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power dissipation is the utmost problem in the next generation high performance computers. In order to realize ultra-scale high performance scientific computing, power dissipation of supercomputers must be reduced effectually without losing computing performance. This is also true for high performance workstations and personal computers: The imminent problem of processor heat demands serious efforts of power reduction in every possible factor, such as silicon device, cooling hardware, computer architecture, and software. Now advantages of GPUs (Graphic Processing Units) as high performance computing accelerators are investigated by many researchers of various fields. As a massively parallel SIMD processor, GPU is not only high performance but also energy efficient. High-end GPUs consume more power than CPUs, however GPU/CPU performance ratio is higher than the power ratio, and thus GPU can complete more computations than CPU does by using fixed energy. This fact has been demonstrated by several researchers. For example, Nukada et al. [1] reported that energy efficiency of GPU is better than CPU by a factor of 4 in computing FFT (Fast Fourier Transform).
Our research aims to develop software methods for power optimized high performance computing on CPU-GPU heterogeneous platforms [2] , and to minimize the overall energy dissipation by automatically adjusting the utilization of power related components in the system with automatic tuning mechanisms. Our approach to this end is to firstly build precise models of the power consumption and of the execution time, by which we are able to predict the energy dissipation and the time of a specific computation executed on the target CPU-GPU platform; next based on that information, to tune power related parameters such as clock frequency of CPU, GPU and memory, load distribution schemes, communication protocol etc.; finally to reach the best solution of power performance and computation performance for the given problem.
In this paper, we investigate a method of efficient and accurate power measurement of a video card under various computational loads. We use CUDA [3] for programming on the GPU. Using the proposed method, we could measure power consumptions of 2480 CUDA kernel calls in less than 30 seconds. From a sequence of measurement data, power consumption of each kernel call is extracted automatically by software. We will show preliminary measurement results and a power model of a kernel with single precision additions on GeForce 8800 GTS. From the measurements we suggest existence of non-working threads of the underoccupied halfwarp whose power dissipation is about 71% of a working thread.
There has been several research works on power consumption of CPU-GPU platforms, but most of them measured the complex of CPU and GPU. Relatively few works measured video card separately from the host processor system. Rofouei et al. [4] measured two programs from CUDA SDK samples and compares power consumption of CPU and GPU. Their interest is in comparisons of CPU-only and CPU-GPU platforms. Collange et al. [5] measured various micro-benchmarks written in CUDA, which is similar to ours. However, they did not build any power model.
II. GPU AND CUDA
In this section, we provide a brief description of some technical details of GPU hardware and software that are related to our work. More about CUDA and NVIDIA GPU can be found in the CUDA programming guide [3] and related materials.
In this paper, a GPU is assumed to be provided on a video card. On a video card, video memory, fan and other circuit components are mounted in addition to GPU. We measured the power of a video card, so power dissipation of all circuit components on the video card is included.
CUDA is an extension of C language for programming on NVIDIA GPU. The computations on a GPU are programmed as kernel functions. A kernel program describes the execution of a serial thread on a GPU. The kernel is launched by the host CPU with specified numbers of blocks and threads, where a block represents a set of a certain number of threads, and all blocks in that kernel launch have the same numbers of threads. The total number of threads is the number of blocks times the number of threads per block.
16 consecutive threads in a block form a half-warp, and 2 half-warps form a warp. Threads in a warp are executed in SIMD, and warps in a block are executed concurrently in SPMD. Blocks may be executed in parallel or in serial.
Our target GPU (GeForce 8800 GTS) has 12 MPs (MultiProcessors) as computing cores, and each MP has 8 SPs (Streaming Processors) to execute threads.
A block is assigned to an MP and each thread in that block is assigned to an SP of that MP. Up to 16 warps or 512 threads can be executed concurrently on an MP. Scheduling of warps is done by the hardware, and is very fine grain and light weight. To measure the power consumption of a computing GPU, there will be three options, as shown in Fig. 1: 1) Measuring power consumption of the video card, 2) Measuring output of the PSU (Power Supply Unit), and 3) Measuring input of the PSU. Measuring power consumption of the video card is a direct way. However, the other options have their own advantages.
III. POWER MEASUREMENTS OF VIDEO CARDS

A. Choosing the Target of the Power Measurement
The power output of the PSU includes the power consumption of CPU, memory etc. Since GPU does not run by itself and some CPU power is required to control the computing GPU, it is not precise to regard the power consumption only of the video card as the power of GPU computing. However, measuring PSU output power is not always ideal for GPU power analysis from various viewpoints, e.g., the CPU can be used by tasks other than the control of GPU.
The power input of the PSU includes the power dissipation (or loss) of the PSU itself. The power loss of a typical PSU can be 20% or more of the total power dissipation, and so it is too high to ignore. The power input to the PSU has relatively long latency (more than 10 ms) against the variation of the power load, and thus phenomena of durations shorter than that are unobservable through measurements of the PSU input.
The goal of the present work is to observe the relations between the power consumption of a video card and the programs running on them and to build a model of them. To this end, measuring power consumption of the video card will provide the most accurate data, undisturbed by the other parts of the platform. In our future works, CPU power for GPU control and power loss of PSU will be measured and analyzed.
B. Measuring Power Consumption of a Video Card
A video card on which CUDA programs run is connected via PCI-Express to the main board of the host processor. A part of power to a video card is supplied through the PCI-Express bus, but it is not enough for video cards with high performance GPUs, and additional power is supplied directly from the PSU (as shown in Fig. 1 ). Let us call the former PCI-E power and the latter auxiliary power, for brevity. PCI-E power is supplied in two voltages: 12V and 3.3V. The voltage of auxiliary power is 12V.
To measure the current through the auxiliary power line, a clamp probe is used. To measure the voltage, we remove parts of the coating of some (one of 12V and one of GND) of the auxiliary power lines, and attach a voltage probe to them.
To measure the power supply through the PCI-Express connector, we introduced a riser card. We separate 12V and 3.3V power supply lines of the riser card from the others. We use a clamp probe again to measure the current. To measure the voltage, we remove parts of the coating of some of the PCI-E power supply lines, and attach a voltage probe to them. Fig. 2 summarizes the connections of the probes. Some factors of the measured platform are described in Table I : We use an old card of GeForce 8800 GTS with 640 MB of video memory, because the riser card we currently use does not work with PCI-Express gen. 2.0 or higher. We use National Instruments USB-6216 BNC as data acquisition, Fluke i30s / i310s as current probes, and Yokogawa 700925 as voltage probe. The room was airconditioned in 23
• C. 3 is a schematic figure of our measurements. We use a separate PC to control the measurement equipments and collect measurement data. This seems better for measurement accuracy, because it takes a considerable amount of CPU power to control the measurement equipments and to collect measurement data.
C. Equivalent Circuit Analysis of GPU Power Supply
We perform circuit analysis on the GPU power supply circuit by replacing them with a few notional components that have the same effect. Two circuits are equivalent if the voltage and current for one network have the same relationship as the voltage and current of the other network. If we are able find out the values of the equivalent notional components precisely, the abstract features of the target circuit become available. This method can also benefit us in practical applications. For example, the wires of the PCIExpress riser card are very thin, the diameter of each wire including its coating is about 0.6 mm, and the diameter of the conductor part in the center is only around 0.2-0.3 mm. The conductor wire can be considerably deformed when a voltage probe is attached on it, and the power input to the GPU card through this wire can be affected. Voltage measurements by probe may also cause some security issues: If one of the power wires is broken, or the exposed conductor wires accidently short, the GPU hardware may be seriously damaged. All these problems can be solved by using equivalent circuit that will reasonably minimize the number of voltage measurements.
The input voltages to GPU are defined as constants such as 3.3V and 12V, but the actual voltages will alter when circuit is closed. Directly using the nominal values of the voltage source will induce a considerable loss of accuracy. Based on our experiments, the errors caused from using the nominal voltages can be as large as 3W, which is much higher than the errors produced from using our method, which is estimated as 1W. In this figure, the 12V PCI-Express voltage drops when CPU or GPU power consumption increase. We presume the equivalent circuit is a resistive circuit. To verify this assumption, we use CUBLAS [8] and ATLAS [7] as loads on GPU and CPU, respectively, for the circuit testing. The voltages and the currents are probed every millisecond, and totally 146,000 samples were obtained. The approximation is derived from those data by using a standard linear least squares method. The resulting equivalent circuits are the followings (we omit units V, A and Ω):
where equivalent resistances are R g0 = 0.044, R m0 = 0.003, R g1 = 0.020, and R g2 = 0.110. V 0 , V 1 , and V 2 are the voltages of PCI-Express 12V line, auxiliary 12V line, and PCI-Express 3.3V line, respectively. A g0 , A g1 , and A g2 represent the current to the video card through PCI-Express 12V line, auxiliary 12V line, and PCI-Express 3.3V line, respectively. A m0 is the current to the main board in 12V (see Fig. 2 ). Because the PCI-E power is supplied from the main board, the linear expression of V 0 involves the term R m0 A m0 , which is related to the main board input current A m0 (cf. Fig. 4 ). However, we do not include similar terms to V 2 and V 1 because they improve the accuracy little. Fig. 5 . The root mean square error over all measurement points of PCI-E 12V is 6.7mV. The root mean square error of the model of the PCI-E 3.3V is 5.1mV, and that of the auxiliary 12V is 21mV. As is shown in Fig. 5 , the estimated voltage has less vibration than the measured one. Actually, a major part of the root mean square errors of our models comes from the perturbation of the observed voltage rather than the model inaccuracy. This fact implies that, using our model, one can estimate the power consumption with less statistical error. This is reasonable from statistical point of view: By building a precise model from a large set of samples, it effects as if a kind of average is taken, and the variance is reduced by introducing a small bias.
Our model is also validated in Table II . First, we run 1 to 7 processes of FFTE [9] (1D FFT of various sizes) and Lis [10] (sparse linear solver), and our own CUDA benchmarks reported in section V. Second, the same set of tasks as before (ATLAS + CUBLAS) is executed without air conditioning. In addition, another advantage of our voltage estimation is that we need a less number of probes in measurements. Ignoring the benefit of this in economic sense, the most important meaning is the time resolution of the measurements: The data acquisition probes each input in a roundrobin fashion, thus the highest time resolution is reversely proportional to the number of probes. Based on the above advantages of our model, we continue our measurement in the following sections by observing the currents only, and estimate the voltages using the model built in this subsection.
IV. AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF CUDA KERNEL FROM MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE
To measure the power consumption of the video card during a specific CUDA kernel execution, we have to extract the measurement data corresponding to that kernel execution from a sequence of measurement data. To achieve this, we propose to use markers consists of executions of kernels with different intensities of memory accesses. Insertion of markers is not our idea: Nishikawa and Aoki [6] used a CPU sleep as a marker. Our marker allows higher time resolution and automatic data extraction by software.
A. The Proposed Marker
It is known that a kernel consumes high power when it accesses memory intensively [6] . So we design our marker with two kernels with different intensities of memory accesses. One kernel works on memory copy (cudaMemcpy) on the device memory, and the other one repeats floating point operations with one thread inside one block without accessing memory.
From experiments we estimated the time constant of the video card (described in Table 1 ) is between 20μs and 50μs. If a kernel takes a time shorter than 20μs, another kernel starts before the observed power changes in full range, and the difference of the observed power consumptions of two kernels with different memory access intensities becomes ambiguous. If the kernels take some times longer than 50μs, Our marker consists of five calls of memory copy and four calls of computation kernels between memory copies. Fig. 6 shows the measurement data of markers, where GPU is idle in the period between the markers (CPU waits for 1ms to pass). The marker is most clearly seen in PCI-E 12V current. So we use only PCI-E 12V current to identify markers in the measurement sequence.
B. Automatic Marker Identification
As shown in Fig. 6 , the marker can be identified so clearly in the measurement data that we can identify the markers automatically by software.
To this purpose, we calculate an average measurement sequence of several markers, and then use a simple pattern matching method (computing correlation coefficients) to find markers in a sequence of measurement data. The correlation coefficients are calculated with a sliding window, and the position where the correlation coefficient takes its maximum value is assumed to be the position of the marker. Fig. 7 plots the correlation coefficients in a measurement sequence. The x-axis represents the position of the sliding window relative to the estimated first marker. The triangle (x = 0) shows the estimated position of the first marker in that sequence.
The host CPU records the wall-clock times of the calls of the markers and the kernels. Using that timing information, we can predict the position of the next marker very precisely from the previous one, and identify the next maker in the measurement data easily. This scheme allows us to identify thousands of markers from a measurement sequence efficiently and correctly.
In order to check whether all the markers are correctly identified or not, we plot data around the first and the last markers in the measurement data, as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 .
C. Calculation of Power Consumption of CUDA Kernels
After identifying the markers, we calculate the energy consumption of the executions of CUDA kernels from the However, the observed power can be affected by the inserted markers. To minimize influences of the markers in the energy calculation of the kernels, the experiments are done as follows: Each CUDA kernel is written with a loop, and called twice. In the second call, the number of repeats in the loop is two times the repeats in the first call. We regard the difference of the energy consumptions of the two calls as corresponding to the difference of the computations of the two calls. The number of repeats is predefined so that the kernel call takes 500μs -1ms.
We measure the energy consumption of each kernel 10 times, remove the maximum and the minimum values, and take an average of the remaining 8 measurements. Dividing the result by an average execution time, average power consumption is calculated. We estimate the overall absolute accuracy as 1-2W, including probe accuracy, statistical variance, and errors of the circuit model discussed in section III-C.
V. PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT AND POWER MODEL
We now start to measure CUDA kernels by using the above-mentioned method. Note that, in this work we conduct preliminary measurements in order to find what kind of kernels need to be measured, how much accuracy is required to derive a power model of CUDA kernels, and how many measurements are enough to attain that accuracy. In this section, we will show some preliminary results. To study the power features of GPU computation, we launch a series of CUDA kernels with various numbers of blocks and threads that repeatedly perform single precision floating point additions. Fig. 9 shows flops (floating operation per second) performance of kernels. To obtain those data, the CUDA kernel is called 2480 times, interleaved by 2481 calls of markers. The measurement took 21 seconds. In Fig. 9 and some of the following plots, the numbers of blocks are shown with "nblk=."
The theoretical peak performance of the measured GPU is 114 Gflops (for floating point addition). With large numbers of blocks, the resulting performance was almost exactly same as the theoretical peak. However, with 96 blocks, the performance is same as 48 blocks (half of 96 blocks), which implies that some of 96 blocks are executed after others. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . Here "#nthr>=32" includes the cases with 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 threads. When the number of threads is 16 or larger, the relation between power and performance is almost precisely affine. However when the number of threads is less than 16, the kernels consume relatively higher power.
The results in Fig. 11 can be analyzed as follows. Let the number of threads per block be θ, the flops performance be f (flops), and the average wattage be w (W). Then w can be approximated as However the above formula is applicable only to the measurements shown Fig. 11 , this precise modeling has become possible by our method discussed in the previous sections. Our method enables accurate measurements of CUDA kernels as short as a few 100 μs and automatic extraction of CUDA kernel parts from a measurement sequence. Using our method, we could measure thousands of CUDA kernel calls in a short time, and thus build a precise power model by statistical analysis using abundant sample data. 
VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper we have discussed efficient and accurate power measurement of GPU with CUDA programming. The proposed method allows measurement of 2480 kernel calls in 21 seconds, and automatic calculation of their power dissipations. We have also shown preliminary measurement data, and have built a power model that fits to the measured data. From the experiments, existence of non-working threads to fill underoccupied half-warps is suggested, and the power dissipation by a non-working thread has been estimated as 71% of the power dissipation of a working thread.
Power modeling and optimization of GPU execution is a sub-goal of our research. We are considering further level of power reduction by optimizing allocations of computing loads to CPU and GPU. To this purpose, we will measure and analyze power dissipation of CPU and the whole complex of CPU-GPU computing platform. Based on them, we will investigate low-power high-performance computing by software automatic tuning approach.
